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Key Points:9

 Titanomagnetite unblocking temperature increases with pressure at a rate of 10-20 K/GPa.10

 Thermoremanent magnetization acquired under pressure higher than 400-600 MPa is11
twice as strong as TRM acquired at atmospheric pressure.12

 Results suggest that the magnetized part of the lithosphere is thicker than currently13
considered, and that 50 to 60% of its magnetization may be underestimated.14

15

Abstract16

The geological sources of large-scale lithospheric magnetic field anomalies are poorly17
constrained. Understanding the magnetic behavior of rocks and minerals under the pressures and18
temperatures encountered at large crustal depths is particularly important in that task. The impact19
of lithospheric pressure is not well known and most of the time neglected in numerical models of20
the geological sources of magnetic anomalies. We present thermal remanent magnetization21
(TRM) acquisition, and stepwise thermal demagnetization on synthetic titanomagnetite dispersed22
powder, within an amagnetic cell under hydrostatic pressure up to 1 GPa. TRM is measured after23
thermal cycling within a cryogenic magnetometer. Pressure-dependent increase in the Curie24
temperature (initially in the 50-70°C range) is observed, mostly between 0.3 and 0.6 GPa, on the25
order of 20 K/GPa. TRM intensity also increases with pressure up to 200% at 675 MPa, although26
the pressure variation with temperature inside the cell complicates the interpretation.27



1 Introduction28
29

The Earth’s lithosphere magnetization is governed by the different magnetic properties of its constituent rocks and30
by the pressure and temperature (P, T) conditions. The geological sources of large-scale lithospheric magnetic field31
anomalies are poorly constrained, even if satellite and airborne measurements of Earth magnetic field show that they32
should lie partly or mostly in the deep crust [Langel and Hinze, 1998; Vervelidou et al., 2015 ]. Data from the33
current ESA SWARM satellite mission help to better characterize small-scale features of the lithospheric magnetic34
field [Thébault et al., 2016], but we are still missing good models concerning the deepest (and somehow long-35
wavelength) possible magnetization. Indeed, the characterization of these sources from magnetic field data needs36
forward and inverse numerical modeling, which cannot provide unique solutions. A recent example concerns the37
expected magnetization of the upper mantle in some geodynamic context [Ferré et al., 2014; Friedman et al., 2014]38
which should be taken into account in the source numerical models constrained by satellite data. Therefore,39
understanding the magnetization of rocks at large crustal depths becomes fundamental for constraining the nature40
and characteristics of magnetic sources in the models.41
While the effect of high temperatures on the magnetic properties of minerals has been well known for half a century42
[Dunlop et al., 1997], the impact of pressure is still unclear [Samara et Giardini, 1969], in particular regarding43
thermoremanence (TRM) acquisition.44
Pressure-induced changes in the properties of magnetic minerals at room temperature (RT: 293 K or 20°C) have45
been rather extensively studied. Anvil-type apparatuses with solid confinement of the samples are commonly used in46
such studies, allowing pressure up to several GPa [Gilder et al., 2008]. Unfortunately, such an apparatus generates47
significant deviatoric stresses which do not reproduce the condition of natural hydrostatic pressure in the deep48
lithosphere. Furthermore, deviatoric plastic strain affects irreversibly the magnetic properties of the sample. To49
avoid this issue, hydrostatic pressure transmitted in a pressure cell via a liquid medium may be used [Demory, et al.,50
2013]. Such solution, used here, limits the maximum pressure available to 2 GPa (~70 km depth) which is relevant51
for lithospheric magnetization models.52
Concerning remanence the demagnetizing effect of hydrostatic pressure, even though lesser than the one generated53
by deviatoric stress, has been emphasized for terrestrial and extraterrestrial minerals and rocks [Pearce et al., 1981;54
Bezaeva et al., 2010]. Isothermal remanence (IRM) acquisition under pressure has shown that both IRM intensity55
and coercivity can significantly increase under pressure, [Gilder, et al., 2004; Gilder, et al., 2008; Demory, et al.,56
2013]. Magnetic measurements under variable temperature in the GPa pressure range are rare. Schult [1970]57
determined the Curie point of titanomagnetite at pressures up to 6 GPa, revealing an increase between 10 and 1858
K/GPa depending on titanium content (see also Samara and Giardini, [1969] for pure magnetite). Recently, by59
cycling our pressure cell from 240 to 293 K, we have shown that the hematite Morin transition temperature increases60
linearly with pressure up to 1.6 GPa at a rate of 25 K/GPa [Bezaeva, et al., 2015].61
Though some of these results were primarily gathered in order to understand the effect of meteor impacts on the62
magnetism of shocked rocks, they can also be applied to the magnetization of deep crustal rocks. The purpose of the63
present contribution is to provide a study focused on thermal magnetization and demagnetization of magnetic64
minerals under deep lithospheric pressures.65

2 Samples and Methods66
TRM acquisition and demagnetization under pressure were measured on synthetic titanomagnetites with Curie point67
values close to RT, because our pressure cell works best at temperatures slightly above RT.68
Two samples, described in detail by [Engelmann et al., 2010], were selected: F57 x 3 and 6F72 x 4.4, hereafter69
named LS57 and LS72. They were synthesized at atmospheric pressure by heating mixtures of iron and titanium70
oxides at 1100°C for 93 h (LS57) and 1300°C for 20 h (LS72) under controlled oxygen fugacity conditions (with71
CO/CO2 gas mixtures). Products are polycrystalline mixtures of titanomagnetite and ilmenite (modal proportions72
available in supplementary material), with titanomagnetite grain size in the 50-100 µm range, i.e. large multidomain.73
Indeed hysteresis measurements up to 1 Tesla (measured using a Micromag VSM) reveal a Mrs/Ms ratio of 0.0274
(0.06 for LS57) with remanent coercivity (Bcr) of 2 mT. To increase remanence intensity and stability we finely75
powdered the samples in an agate mortar and dispersed the powder into epoxy resin. Hysteresis measurements show76
pseudo-single domain characteristics of the processed samples (suppl. Table S1). Published Curie point values were77
obtained using magnetic susceptibility versus temperature measurements. The titanium substitution ratii (x=0.73 for78
LS72 and x=0.74 for LS57) have been determined from electron microprobe analyses of 10 single grains of79
titanomagnetite in each sample. As the samples were saturated in a 1 T field during VSM measurement, triaxial80
alternating field demagnetization at 120 mT was applied using the 2G Enterprises DC SQUID Magnetometer prior81
to the pressure experiment.82



Our experimental setup consists of an amagnetic high-pressure cell of piston-cylinder type capable of transmitting83
hydrostatic pressure to the sample. Our pressure cell is similar to the cell described in [Sadykov, et al., 2008] but is84
entirely made of “russian alloy” (NiCrAl) and has an inner diameter of 8 mm allowing maximum calibrated pressure85
of 2GPa.The cell is designated specifically to enter into the bore of 2G inline system used for our remanence86
measurements. Inside the cell itself, the sample is contained in a teflon capsule filled with inert pollyethilsoloxane87
(PES-1) liquid. The actual pressure at room temperature is about 10% less than the pressure estimated from the88
known external load [Sadykov, et al., 2008].89
For each sample, the following protocol was applied: the sample was placed in the cell under a pressure P, then90
given a uniaxial thermoremanent magnetization along the Z axis. For this, the couple cell-sample was heated at91
100°C and placed inside a coil for cooling, under a 751 µT uniaxial field, until it reached RT (20°C). Then a series92
of thermal demagnetization steps was applied, from 20 to 80°C by steps of 5°C, and from 80 to 110°C by steps of93
10°C. After each step, the sample was cooled in a magnetically shielded room at RT and the remanent magnetization94
(RM) was measured using the 2G Enterprises DC SQUID Magnetometer. This protocol was iterated for atmospheric95
pressure, as well as for 300, 600 and 900 MPa.96
In order to consider only the TRM acquired by heating to 100°C along Z axis only this component magnetization is97
plotted. This magnetization is corrected for the residual magnetization measured after reheating in zero field to the98
maximum temperature. By this way the sample magnetization carried by impurities of higher Curie point (including99
the residual IRM produced by the hysteresis measurement), as well as the cell magnetization independent of100
temperature, are removed.101
The magnetization of the cell itself was tested prior to the experiment by applying the same protocol to it, and its102
maximum was found to equal 2% of the weakest initial magnetization. This value was then subtracted to all our data.103

3 Correction of the pressure demagnetizing effect104
During the heating steps, thermal dilatation of cell components increased the pressure experienced by the sample,105
and an associated pressure demagnetization was produced [Bezaeva, et al., 2010]. This effect had to be estimated106
and our results corrected from its influence. The initial TRM acquisition also occurs at a higher pressure than the107
nominal RT one. The pressure change inside the cell was first calculated as a function of applied temperature,108
following the model of Bezaeva, et al. [2015], using the thermal expansion parameters of the cell and PES-1 liquid:109

110
111
112

where is the variation of temperature (in K); and are volume thermal expansion coefficients (in 1/K) of PES-1 and113
Russian alloy, respectively; is the coefficient of volume compressibility of PES-1; is the sample volume, and is114
PES-1 volume. ~ 8.5*10-4 1/K. for Russian alloy is 33.47*10-6 1/K (T=333K), 34.28*10-6 1/K (348K), 35.65*10-6115
1/K (373K), 35.92*10-6 1/K (378K) and 36.20*10-6 1/K (T=383). These calculated values are in accordance with our116
experimental data on linear thermal expansion coefficient of Russian alloy for 333K 348K and 373K. values were117
taken from [Kagramanyan, 1984] for suitable P,T conditions (see ). ~ /9. Note that this overpressure linked to118
heating does not apply to the 0 GPa experiment as the piston was not locked allowing dilatation without pressure119
increase.To estimate the pressure demagnetization of our samples, a series of pressure steps were performed at RT:120
after acquisition of TRM at atmospheric pressure with the same protocol as described previously, each sample was121
successively put under constant discrete pressures in the range 0 to 1.4 GPa with steps of 0.2 GPa. Again, after each122
step, remanent magnetization was measured, using the same setup as before. We were then able to quantify the123
demagnetizing effect of different pressure values. Finally, we used these results and added them to our data, to124
access the remanent magnetization corrected from pressure-induced demagnetization (125
4 Results126
The pressure demagnetization experiments show a TRM decrease to about 55 % of the initial magnetization at127
P=200MPa, for both samples (). For P between 400 and 1600 MPa, the curves reach a plateau with TRM values128
between 50 and 40% for LS57, and between 45 and 30% for LS72.129
Results of thermal demagnetization for the samples under various pressures are shown in . The LS57 sample appears130
to produce a less stable signal, likely due to lower Curie point and lower magnetization caused by the smaller131
titanomagnetite content in the sample.132
At ambient pressure the unblocking temperature spectra of the TRM acquired at 100°C can usually be used to133
estimate a Curie temperature, at the sharpest drop of remanence. For LS57 the corresponding temperature is between134
45 and 55 °C, while for LS72 we observe a continuous drop between 55 and 100°C. This is significantly higher than135
the Tc estimated from susceptibility measurements. Such discrepancy is typical of titanomagnetite according to our136
experience on basalts. shows that the Curie temperature increases with pressure as shown by a progressive shift of137
the unblocking temperature. In the case of LS72, it is clear that the unblocking temperature is close to 100°C. The138



shift can be roughly estimated to 10-20 K/GPa, in the range previously reported: 10 K/GPa for x= 0.75 [Schult,139
1970]. This is lower than the reported values for pure magnetite 18 to 23 K/GPa [Samara and Giardini, 1969; Schult,140
1970]141
For the LS72 sample, this increase is correlated with a steepening of the slope of the demagnetization curves:142
between 337, 675, and 1012 MPa the starting point of the main magnetization decrease shifts from 55-60°C to143
respectively 90°C and 100°C, and the demagnetization slope from 1.35*10-5 Am2.°C-1 to 4 *10-5 Am2.°C-1.144
). This correction is based on the assumption that pressure decrease or increase produce equal demagnetization, as145
suggested by Gilder et al [2006]. To precise this critical assumption, this means that pressurizing TRM acquired at 0146
MPa from 0 to 200 MPa at RT has the same effect as depressurizing TRM acquired at 1000 MPa from 1000 MPa to147
800 MPa at variable temperature from Curie point to RT. This is qualitatively suggested by Fig.2 of Gilder et al.148
[2006] at RT for SD magnetite. However, the analysis of their data table indicates for the 3d compression (from149
0.16 GPa) a 16% demagnetization after a first 0.69 GPa increment, while the two decompressions from 2.1 GPa150
generate a 10 (8)% for a .63 (.65) GPa first decrement. We did not consider the first compression data as the sample151
obviously suffered irreversible changes in the initial steps. These limited data may suggest that the decompression152
does not produce equal demagnetization than compression, but only half of it, at RT. On the other hand the fact that153
in our case decompression occurs just below Curie point, i.e. with a remanent coercivity lower than at RT, should154
enhance demagnetization efficiency at it increases for decreasing coercivity (Bezaeva et al., 2010). Therefore we155
propose two possible corrections: one with the equal effect of decompression and compression, and one with a twice156
smaller effect.157
The range of temperatures at which our study took place was limited to values inferior to 110°C in order to avoid158
too high pressure increase which the cell could not withstand.159

4 Results160
The pressure demagnetization experiments show a TRM decrease to about 55 % of the initial magnetization at161
P=200MPa, for both samples (). For P between 400 and 1600 MPa, the curves reach a plateau with TRM values162
between 50 and 40% for LS57, and between 45 and 30% for LS72.163
Results of thermal demagnetization for the samples under various pressures are shown in . The LS57 sample appears164
to produce a less stable signal, likely due to lower Curie point and lower magnetization caused by the smaller165
titanomagnetite content in the sample.166
At ambient pressure the unblocking temperature spectra of the TRM acquired at 100°C can usually be used to167
estimate a Curie temperature, at the sharpest drop of remanence. For LS57 the corresponding temperature is between168
45 and 55 °C, while for LS72 we observe a continuous drop between 55 and 100°C. This is significantly higher than169
the Tc estimated from susceptibility measurements. Such discrepancy is typical of titanomagnetite according to our170
experience on basalts. shows that the Curie temperature increases with pressure as shown by a progressive shift of171
the unblocking temperature. In the case of LS72, it is clear that the unblocking temperature is close to 100°C. The172
shift can be roughly estimated to 10-20 K/GPa, in the range previously reported: 10 K/GPa for x= 0.75 [Schult,173
1970]. This is lower than the reported values for pure magnetite 18 to 23 K/GPa [Samara and Giardini, 1969; Schult,174
1970]175
For the LS72 sample, this increase is correlated with a steepening of the slope of the demagnetization curves:176
between 337, 675, and 1012 MPa the starting point of the main magnetization decrease shifts from 55-60°C to177
respectively 90°C and 100°C, and the demagnetization slope from 1.35*10-5 Am2.°C-1 to 4 *10-5 Am2.°C-1.178

179
For both samples we observe variations of TRM intensity at RT as a function of applied pressure (). Uncorrected180
values increases up to 675 MPa for LS57 and in between 337 and 675 MPa for LS72. These increases are more181
pronounced after correction with a pressure-related increase of acquired TRM of 50-100% (depending on sample182
and correction option). For both samples, we also observe a decrease of TRM above 675 GPa.183

5 Discussion184
The TRM decrease at 1GPa for LS72 could be partially explained by the fact that, due to the limitations of our cell,185
the TRM of our samples is acquired at a maximum temperature of 110°C. It is possible that the Curie temperature,186
increasing with pressure, exceeded 110°C at 1 GPa, thus preventing our sample from recording the full TRM spectra187
compared to lower pressure experiments. Similar experiments at higher temperatures would be needed to validate188
this hypothesis. Nevertheless, since LS57 Curie temperature is lower than 100°C, the same phenomenon cannot189
explain the 1GPa RT magnetization decrease for this sample. This suggests that several combined processes may190
lead to the RT remanent magnetization variations under pressure. The angle of atomic bonds within the crystal191
structure should not be impacted by hydrostatic pressure [Gilder, et al., 2004], but the change in the demagnetizing192



slope could indicate the sample evolved toward a more single domain-like state. However, these results need to be193
reproduced with other types of samples in order to calibrate the influence of the nature of the sample on the194
experiment.195
Nevertheless, the Curie isotherm depth is usually calculated using reasonable estimations of the (potentially stable)196
thermal gradient of the crust/lithosphere and/or by processing the magnetic field anomaly data [Mayhew, 1982;197
Blakely, et al., 1986; Bouligand, et al., 2009], considering magnetite as the main carrier of the crustal/lithospheric198
magnetism [Langel, et al., 1998]. The 10°C shift in Tc revealed by our pressure experiments would then imply a199
shift of the Curie depth up to a value of 6%, depending on the thermal gradient.200
For instance, the Curie isotherm can be as shallow as <1 km in some volcanic areas, as well as more than 60 km201
deep in the lithosphere under cratonic regions [Negi, et al., 1987]. This implies the same variability for the202
importance of the modification that should be applied: in the regions with high thermal gradient, where the isotherm203
is shallow, the shift would only be of less than 100m. On the contrary, in low thermal gradient areas, the difference204
could reach 3 to 4 kilometers. Furthermore, since TRM acquired under pressure may be stronger than TRM acquired205
at atmospheric pressure, then a large part of the lithosphere magnetism could be underestimated. Our work shows a206
significant increase starting between 337 and 675 MPa (depending on the main magnetic mineral), this implies that207
rocks located below a depth limit oscillating between 13 and 20 km could have a magnetization two times higher208
than what is currently admitted.209
This change could have an important impact on magnetic crustal models using deep sources, especially since most210
of the biggest magnetic anomalies on Earth are located inside cratons [Ravat, et al., 1991; Langel, et al., 1998;211
Ouabego, et al., 2013], where the corrected Curie depth has a chance to be the most different from the current one,212
and where the potentially overmagnetized part of lithosphere is the thickest. Stronger magnetization at large depths213
could also mean smaller sources in some models.214
One has to keep in mind that without remanence, the magnetic layer necessary to explain the large magnetic field215
anomalies reaches too large depths [Vervelidou, et al., 2015]. Usui, et al. [2015] have also shown that lamellae216
exsolution may produce strong remanence at middle to lower crust depths, at least for granulite rocks exposed in217
cratonic regions. McEnroe et al. [2004] conducted pressure experiments on such granulite rocks and showed that218
hematite-ilmenite exsolutions are also good candidates to carry this magnetism. Not only the current P-T conditions219
and magnetic mineralogy influence the magnetism of crustal layers, but also their metamorphic degree [Wang et al.,220
2015], including low-T alterations. Nevertheless, many recent studies have shown that the magnetic layer may reach221
the mantle itself [Ferré et al., 2013; Li et al., 2015], which correlates to our results. Finally, such experimental222
studies have implications for other remanently-magnetized planetary lithospheres, like on Mars and the Moon, since223
most source models suggested large depths as the origin of the largest magnetic field anomalies [Quesnel et al.,224
2007; Langlais et al., 2004; Takahashi et al., 2014].225

6 Conclusion226
The hydrostatic pressure experiments conducted with a liquid confining media pressure cell up to 1012 MPa show227
that TRM acquisition and demagnetization of titanomagnetite is susceptible to pressure change. At higher pressures,228
the Curie temperature increases up to a measured maximum of +10°C at 1012MPa for both minerals compared to229
atmospheric pressure. The hydrostatic pressure applied allows us to free ourselves from the deviatoric strain, and230
make this experiment as close as possible to in situ deep crustal conditions. These results support the idea that231
pressure has to be taken into account when dealing with the crust magnetization, and especially when working with232
Curie isotherms. A correction of the currently admitted Curie depth might have to be considered, mostly for low233
thermal gradient cratonic regions, where it could be 3 to 4 km deeper than previously thought. In addition to that, we234
showed that the TRM acquired under pressure can be twice as strong as the one acquired under atmospheric235
conditions. Assuming that our results on Ti rich titanomagnetite can be extrapolated to nearly pure magnetite, these236
results suggest a new perspective about the sources of Earth magnetic anomalies.237
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336
Table 1: Various values used to correct raw data from the impact of pressure demagnetization. Pi = initial pressure applied; Tc337
= Curie temperature; Pr = effective pressure at Tc; ΔP = Pr – Pi; ΔTRM = TRM variation caused by pressure change ΔP . The338
two options discussed in §2.1 for TRM correction are reported with the lower correction in brackets.339

Sample Pi
(MPa)

Tc
(°C)

Pr
(MPa)

ΔP
(MPa)

ΔTRM
(% initial
TRM)

measured TRM
(µAm2)

corrected TRM
(µAm2)

LS72

0.1 100 0.1 0 0.0 10.0 10.00

337 100 581 244 -47.3 [-
23.7]

4.29 8.15 [5.62

675 105 1084 409 -57.5 8.40 19.7 [11.8]

1012 110 1445 433 -58.3 6.05 14.5 [8.54]

LS57

0.1 55 0.1 0 0.0 1.01 1.01

337 60 465 128 -31.5 1.10 1.61 [1.31]

675 60 875 200 -40.6 1.10 1.86 [1.39]

1012 75 1281 269 -46.2 0.745 1.39 [0.969]



340
Figure 1: Normalized TRM as a function of applied pressure (P) at room temperature. It is important to note that our data are341
presented along the data obtained for SIRM pressure demagnetization experiments on titanomagnetites by [Bezaeva, et al.,342
2010]. For our data, the solid lines represent measured values, while the dotted lines represent the best-fit trend curves. The343
trend curves equations are, for LS57 and LS72 respectively: y=56.4*exp(-0.0063*x)+43.4 and y=64.25*exp(-0.0054*x)+35.43344



345
Figure 2: Normalized Z intensity of TRM for both samples as a function of demagnetization temperature, for different pressures.346
(a)LS72 values. (b) LS57 values. Indicated pressure values correspond to Pi (see Table 1).347



348
Figure 3: TRM at room temperature (RT) as a function of applied pressure for LS72 (a) and LS57 (b). Dotted lines represent the349
measured values, and solid lines represent the corrected values in the two hypothesis discussed in § 2.1(squares = lower350
correction). The outlined triangles represent TRM acquired under atmospheric pressure after decompression from 1 GPa.351
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